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WELCOME/AGENDA 

Presentation: “Literacy Strategies 
6-12” 

• Reading with Purpose (RWP) 

• Steps for setting a great 
Comprehension Purpose Question 
(CPQ) 

• Think, Turn, Talk (TTT) 

• Making Connections 

• Making Inferences & Predictions 

 

 
Sonia Villalón – 

TLI Teacher 
Specialist 
Hanna HS 

 
Melissa Salazar 

– 
TLI Teacher 
Specialist 

Veterans Memorial 
HS 

 

 

TEXAS LITERACY INITIATIVE GOALS REFLECTION 
 

1. Increase the oral language and preliteracy skills of participating preschool 
children.  
2. Improve the performance of participating K-2 students on early reading 
assessments.  
3. Increase the percentage of participating students who meet or exceed 
proficiency on the state English language arts assessments in grades 3 through 12.        
4. Increase the use of data and data analysis to inform all decision making in 
participating districts, campuses, classrooms, and early learning settings.  
5. Increase the implementation of effective literacy instruction through Literacy 
Lines.  

• What are the connections 
to my work? 

• Who else in my campus 
needs this information? 

• What follow up or actions 
will be needed? 

Next TLI Training:    
Implementation of Cognitive Strategy Routine - Lesson Planning Pending 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Introduce self and welcome participants.Let’s begin by reviewing the materials you need for this training. (Hold items up as you talk.) Say: You will have three sets of handouts. You will have a PowerPoint Presentation Handout, Additional Handouts, and a Text Excerpt Handout. You will also need the blue and white Cognitive Strategy Routine card, the orange Cognitive Strategy Lesson Planning card and the Inferring Support Poster. You will need some large and small sticky notes as well. 



A Focus on Comprehension 
 

 

 
Instructional Routines Cognitive Strategies 

Reading With Purpose Making Connections 

Think-Turn-Talk Creating Mental Images 

Cognitive Strategy Routine Making Inferences & Predictions 

Asking & Answering Questions 

Determining Importance & Summarizing 

2 



Reading with Purpose 

Track your thinking 

CPQ for each reading 

Good to Great! 

3 



Setting a CPQ 

• Step 1: Record Thinking While Reading 
• Step 2: Brainstorm possible CPQs 
• Step 3: Integrate With Teacher Resources if Available 
• Step 4: Select Great CPQs 
• Step 5: Select a CPQ for First, Second, or Third Reading 

4 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Say: Tovani goes on to explain that students often confuse inferring with assumptions and opinions. Read slide.Say: We can help our students by providing them with these explicit explanations. “Good readers know the difference between an inference and an opinion. When inferring, they rely on information provided in the text to substantiate their thinking” (Tovani, 2000, p. 105).Now that we’ve clarified the difference between these terms, to consolidate our understanding, let’s read an excerpt from Jeff Zwiers book, Building Reading Comprehension Habits in Grades 6-12.



CPQs: Going from Good to Great! 
• A good CPQ: 
• Is answered in the 

text either directly or 
indirectly 
 

• Involves some 
student thinking 
 

• Will focus on 
comprehension 

 

• Relates to student 
learning 

• A great CPQ: 
• Cannot be completely 

answered until students have 
read the entire text 

 

• Involves higher order thinking, 
inferences, and text evidence 

 

• Will deepen and extend 
comprehension 
 

• Relates to the comprehension 
strategy currently being        
taught 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Say: Tovani goes on to explain that students often confuse inferring with assumptions and opinions. Read slide.Say: We can help our students by providing them with these explicit explanations. “Good readers know the difference between an inference and an opinion. When inferring, they rely on information provided in the text to substantiate their thinking” (Tovani, 2000, p. 105).Now that we’ve clarified the difference between these terms, to consolidate our understanding, let’s read an excerpt from Jeff Zwiers book, Building Reading Comprehension Habits in Grades 6-12.



Think-Turn-Talk 
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well-planned ?s 
thoughtful pairs 

3-5 seconds 
time to process 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Say: Tovani goes on to explain that students often confuse inferring with assumptions and opinions. Read slide.Say: We can help our students by providing them with these explicit explanations. “Good readers know the difference between an inference and an opinion. When inferring, they rely on information provided in the text to substantiate their thinking” (Tovani, 2000, p. 105).Now that we’ve clarified the difference between these terms, to consolidate our understanding, let’s read an excerpt from Jeff Zwiers book, Building Reading Comprehension Habits in Grades 6-12.



The Power of Think-Turn-Talk 
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Engagement 
Focus 
Think-time 
Talk-time  

 

 
 
Safe environment 
Application 
Accountability 
Assessment 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Say:  You will find the excerpt in your Additional Handout packet.  It is Handout 1. As you read, please think about the following CPQ:What do you learn about inferring and predicting from reading the excerpt?  You may wish to highlight important information as you read.  Feel free to share your thinking with a partner when you are done reading. Provide time for participants to read and discuss.  You do not need to have them share out whole group.Say: Let’s now consider what inferring actually includes.



Cognitive Strategy Routine 
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Consistent Routine 

8 Steps 

6 Cognitive Strategies 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Say: Tovani goes on to explain that students often confuse inferring with assumptions and opinions. Read slide.Say: We can help our students by providing them with these explicit explanations. “Good readers know the difference between an inference and an opinion. When inferring, they rely on information provided in the text to substantiate their thinking” (Tovani, 2000, p. 105).Now that we’ve clarified the difference between these terms, to consolidate our understanding, let’s read an excerpt from Jeff Zwiers book, Building Reading Comprehension Habits in Grades 6-12.



Cognitive Strategy Routine 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Say: Tovani goes on to explain that students often confuse inferring with assumptions and opinions. Read slide.Say: We can help our students by providing them with these explicit explanations. “Good readers know the difference between an inference and an opinion. When inferring, they rely on information provided in the text to substantiate their thinking” (Tovani, 2000, p. 105).Now that we’ve clarified the difference between these terms, to consolidate our understanding, let’s read an excerpt from Jeff Zwiers book, Building Reading Comprehension Habits in Grades 6-12.



Cognitive Strategies 

Making 
Connections 
 
Asking & 
Answering 
Questions 
 

Creating 
Mental Images 

 

Making 
Inferences & 
Predictions 
 

Determining 
Importance & 
Summarizing 
 

Monitoring & 
Clarifying 
 10 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Read slide. Say: Many researchers have found that predicting is a valuable behavior for students. Taking time to make predictions is often a good motivator for students to continue reading or gathering information to solve a problem or test a hypothesis. You will notice throughout this training that we will focus more on how to explicitly teach make inferences than we will teaching students how to make predictions.  Keep in mind that prediction is a type of inference and that predicting plays a key role in math and science as well the other subject areas.Since making inferences and predictions is such a critical strategy for proficient readers to use, it is of course, addressed in our state standards.



Making Connections 

Activate/build  
background knowledge 

Making Connections = 
foundational strategy 

Understand  
distracting connections 

11 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Read slide. 
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Build? Or Activate? 
Building Background 

Knowledge 
• Students know little or 

nothing about a topic 
 

• May take place 1-2 
weeks before reading 

 

• Takes 3-4 exposures, no 
more than 2 days apart 

Activating Background 
Knowledge 

• Students have some 
knowledge of a topic 

 

• Takes place directly 
prior to reading 

 

• Takes 2-10 minutes 



3 Types of Connections 

13 

Text-to-Self 

  Text-to-Text 

    Text-to-World 
 
 
 
 
 
   

      

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Say: From our ELAR TEKS, we can see that students are expected to make inferences and draw conclusions across multiple genres. The phrases making inferences and drawing conclusions are often used interchangeably. To be more specific, a conclusion is a type of inference that is generally based on more than one piece of information (University of Texas system/Texas Education Agency, 2009).



Making Inferences and Predictions 

14 

Explicit Instruction 

Scaffold for Success 

Across Content Areas   

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Say: As well, we know that inferring is identified on Figure 19 of the ELAR TEKS.



Think-Aloud 

Use scaffolds to 
support student 
learning 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Say: In other content areas, students are also expected to make inferences and predictions.  For example, in middle school Social Studies, students are expected to analyze information by making predictions and drawing inferences and conclusions.



CPQ: What do we 
learn about the 
woman coming 
into town? 

CPQ 

Think Aloud 

Think-Turn-Talk 16 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Say: The ELPS clarify expectations for students by stating the following. Students are expected to:Read slide.



Making Inferences Practice 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Read slide.  Encourage participants to briefly discuss with one another and then call on a few participants to popcorn out their thoughts.Say:  Regardless, of what data we look at, we likely can agree that we want all of our students to be successful at making inferences and predictions.  In fact, we likely feel a sense of urgency in helping students to improve their ability to infer and predict. We know that as text becomes more and more complex, it becomes more difficult to comprehend. It is critical that our students have a good understanding of the strategies proficient readers use to comprehend well. Explicitly teaching our students to make inferences and predictions is important in supporting student comprehension. So, let’s take about how we should teach students to make inferences and predictions. 



“Help children access what they already 
know….      
                           

       Be genuine.  
       Laugh.  
       Love.  
       Be patient.  
 

You’re creating a community of readers 
and thinkers.” (                                                 Miller, 2002, p.26 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Read slide. 



 

My Background Knowledge 
I know a lot about … 

 

1
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Making Connections 

 
 

This reminds me… 

I remember when… 
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The AUTHOR says
it DIRECTLY.

I have to make an
INFERENCE.

In the Text In My Head
I have to to use clues
from the text and my

background knowledge...
Its says it

right here. I can see those
words.

© 2013 Texas Education Agency / The University of Texas System 



Making Inferences Graphic Organizer     Title: ___________________________________________________________________

   CPQ:  _______________________________________________________________________________________________

P. # My Answers to the CPQ 

Direct 
(Explicit) or 
Inference 
(Implicit)? 

Evidence 
(Text Clues) 

Background Knowledge 
(Connections to What I Know) 

Handout 6 



Making Inferences Graphic Organizer     Title: Their Eyes Were Watching God – pp. 1-3 
   CPQ: What do we learn about the woman coming into town?  

P. # My Answers to the CPQ 

Direct 
(Explicit) or 
Inference 
(Implicit)? 

Evidence 
(Text Clues) 

Background Knowledge 
(Connections to What I Know) 

1 

She was coming back 

from burying the dead - 

someone who died 

suddenly. 

direct 

 She had come back from burying

the dead … the sudden dead.

2 

The townspeople used to 

be envious of her but now 

they enjoyed seeing her 

fall on hard times. 

inference 

 Remember the envy

 Swallowed with relish

 Burning statements … laughs

 Coming back in dem overhalls?

 Where’s that blue satin dress?

 All dat money

They are remembering the envy so it 

was in the past. When you relish 

something and the mood comes alive 

that means you enjoy it.  When 

people’s statements burn and when 

they laugh at you, they are being 

mean. She’s dressed like she is poor. 

2 

She’s 40 years old. 

direct 
 What dat ole forty year ole ‘oman

doin’ …

2 

Her hair is long and 

she’s wearing it down 

which isn’t appropriate 

for an older woman. 

inference 

 What dat ole forty year ole ‘oman

doin’ wid her hair swingin’ down

her back like some young gal?

Most women in their 40s don’t wear 

their hair down (which means long) 

like young girls.  The fact that they 

are asking what she thinks she’s 

doing wearing her hair like, that tells 

me they think it’s not appropriate. 

Handout 3 



Making Inferences & 

Predictions 

The clues tell me… 

I think… 
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